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Aristoteles: An ESA Mission to Studv the Earth's
Gravity Field*
- Impact of a High-Resolution Gravity-Field Mission for Planet Earth

AbStfaCt In preparing for its first Solid-Earth Programme, ESA has studied a satellite concept
called Aristoteles' (Applications and Research Involving Space Techniques Observing
the Earth's f,relds from Low-Earth-orbit Spacecraft) for a mission dedicated to the
precise determination of the Earth's geopotential (gravitational and magnetic) f,relds.
The products from such a mission are expected to make substantial contributions to
a number of research and applications fields in solid-Earth geophysics, oceanography
and global-change monitoring.

In support of the scientific arguments for the proposed programme, this paper
assesses the impact of a high-resolution gravity-field mission on our studies of the
various Earth-science problems. It discusses the current state of our knowledge in this
domain and demonstrates the ability of low-orbit satellite gradiometry to contribute to
their solution.

Although it is difficult at this stage to translate the many benefits to be derived from
the Aristoteles mission into 'size of potential user community' terms, an attempt is
made to predict growth rates for the respective user groups by taking the revolutionary
impact of satellite-altimetry data as a typical example.

* This work is the result of a consultancy

contract pìaced by ESA's Directorate of Earth
Observation and Microgravity.
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1. IntfOdUCtiOn Progress in the Earth sciences over the past two decades has, as in most other areas

of science, been considerable, in large part because of technological developments that

have led to systematic observation of the Earth. It is important to note that many of

these systematic surveys were initially driven by technological developments. These.

include marine-batþmetric and magnetic-anomaly surveys that followed on from

. naval research programmes after'World War II. They also include the global-gravity

and magnetic-field surveys that followed from the space programme. Few Earth scien-

tists would have realised the potential of, and actively supported, such programmes at

their early stages of development. This tendency persists today. It remains diff,tcult to

excite Earth scientists about new technological opportunities until after the results have

been achieved.
Developments in space technology have played a particularly important role in

geophysical research: through the measurement of atmospheric, ionospheric and

magnetospheric parameters; the measurement of the Earth's potential fields (gravity

and magnetic); and the monitoring of the spatial and temporal variations of the planet's

fluid and solid surfaces. These developments have coincided with major conceptual

theories in the workings of the solid Earth and of the solid-Earth-atmosphere-

hydrosphere interactions. The plate-tectonics hypothesis, in particular, placed order

into an otherwise chaotic picture of a dynamic Earth shaken and racked by earth-

quakes, deformed by continents in collision, and rent asunder at the crust-forming

ocean ridges. A major question about this hypothesis remains the nature of the driving

mechanisms. Much of the model is kinematic in character and most geophysical and

geological observations have gone into the construction of the hypothesis and cannot

be used as a test without risk of circular argument. Satellite observations play a two-

fold role in understanding the driving forces and, in consequence, contribute ultimate-

ly to the prediction of the surface response to these forces, and to the prediction of

earthquakes and volcanic activity. (It must be emphasised that progress towards this

predictive capability is largely unpredictable itself.) These observations are of the

Earth's gravity field and of the strain and stress f,relds of the crust.

That mantle convection is the ultimate source of the lithospheric motions is beyond

dispute, but the form ofthis convection is open to debate. Generally speaking, convec-

tion is the motion produced by the gravitational interactions between lateral and radial

variations in density within the Earth. The mapping of the Earth's gravity field,

therefore, constrains the convection models, although not in an unique way because

the transformation of a gravity field into a density field is non-unique. Supplementary

geophysical data are required. Seismological mapping of the mantle is particularly

important in this respect. For the global-scale resolution currently achieved by

seismology, existing gravity models are more than adequate, and the requisite

improvements in resolution here are in the domain of seismology rather than in satellite

geodesy.
The related important question is the nature of the interaction between the relatively

stiff lithosphere and the more fluid and convecting mantle. How are the mantle

motions coupled to the lithosphere and how does this layer, upon which man depends

for his existence, respond to the forces acting upon it? What are the mechanical proper-

ties of this laye¡ and what determines.the stress-state within it? High-resolution models

play an important role in answering these questions. Recent results, primarily from

altimetry satellites, have included improved constraints on the mechanical and thermal

evolution of the ocean lithosphere. Less is known about the continental

lithosphere,largely because this layer and its gravity field are both more complex and

less well known than the oceanic lithosphere.

More important than these largely scientific questions posed by the solid-Earth

geophysicists are the problems faced by man of having to live in a changing environ-

ment with an increasing population and reduced renewable resources. In the case of

_ mineral and energy resources, many deposits undoubtedly remain to be discovered, but

these will be in increasingly remote areas, or be increasingly difficult to identify.

Exploration methods will inevitably become more sophisticated and expensive and will

turn increasingly to remote-sensing techniques for the preliminary investigations. No

one exploration technique suffìces. In particular, gravity alone is unlikely to lead to

successful discoveries, although gravity together with magnetic and radiometric data
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has led to major ore-body discoveries in remote areas. One example is the very large

uranium, copper, silver, and gold deposit of Roxby Downs in South Australia. In

general, detailed, high-resolution and high-precision gravity surveys do not identify

the ore bodies themselves. Rather, they identiff regional subsurface geological struc-

tures that may, on closer inspection, prove to be indicative of viable mineral or

hydrocarbon concentrations. This distinction is important for the satellite observations

because gravimetric signals associated with the ore-bodies proper are usually of small

magnitude and short wavelength. Instead, the satellite surveys provide the regional

framework for establishing priorities in exploration strategies - particularly when

used together with other remote-sensing information. The ultimate resolution required
for this application exceeds that which can be provided by ESAs Aristoteles mission;

the above-mentioned Roxby Downs ore body would make no impact on the gravity

gradients even at 100 km altitude. However, the mission does provide the broader

framework for testing crustal models and within which localised anomalies can be

anticipated as consequences of the regional tectonic process. In order to achieve

success in mineral exploration, it is important that conceptual models are developed,

and here gravity, integrated with comprehensive geological, geochemical, and

geophysical data, plays an important role. In an ideal world, the most important

geophysical input is three-dimensional seismic reflection and refraction data, but the

methodologies are not suitable for reconnaissance-type work. Gravity, instead,

provides a more ready, although proxy, indicator of crustal structure.

Important areas for development of crustal models include the continental margins.

Surface-gravity data on-shore is often satisfactory, and reliable altimeter-derived

gravity beyond the continental margin is available in most instances. Over the continen-

tal margin proper, however, gravity is frequently poorly known because 'oceanographic

noise' contamination of the altimeter signal is greatest here. Yet many of the continental

margins are proven or potential grounds for hydrocarbon concentrations. High-quality

gravity data here would, through the development of improved margin models, provide

a significant contribution to the systematic exploration of the continental margins and

their hydrocarbon potential. Similar contributions to the assessment of the World's

resources can be anticipated from studies of other tectonic structures such as largely
unexplored oceanic plateaus.

That environmental change occurs on a variety of scales is well established from the

record contained in geological strata. But perhaps not since the extinction of the
dinosaurs in Late-Cretaceous times has environmental change had such global

catastrophic potential. Much has been written about potential scenarios for the decades

and centuries ahead, but often the models are, per force, constructed on incomplete
data sets and untested concepts. Questions that must be raised in a systematic study

of environmental change include the nature of progressive change in the environment

on this Earth. Are the causes natural or anthropogenic in origin? What are the likely
future changes and what is our predictive power over such change? The search for

answers to these questions cannot be attempted through a single scientific discipline

or sub-discipline. It requires the study of fundamental scientific problems of the

dynamics of the Earth-hydrosphere-atmosphere system, and of the response of the

biosphere to changes in this system. It is a study that is every bit as challenging as,

and more urgent than, the search for the motor driving the tectonic plates.

How can a satellite gravity mission contribute to such a comprehensive study other

than by providing support for Earth-observing satellites, particularly when existing

gravity-field modelling techniques and satellite tracking systems are largely adequate

to meet these latter demands? The answer lies in the need to establish a physically

meaningful reference surface for the oceans with respect to which changes in the actual

or geometric surface can be monitored on time scales ranging from hours to decades

and beyond. This surface is the geoid, or some other suitably defined equipotential

surface. What is measured with satellite altimeters is the geometric surface, and by

combining the gravity and altimeter results it becomes possible to: examine the

dynamics of the oceans; deduce the ocean currents; monitor fluxes of heat and salt;

contribute to the understanding of the physical interactions between the oceans and the

atmosphere and to monitor changes in global sea-level. Again, it must be emphasised

that the gravity surveys for these purposes are not primary missions, but are supportive
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of other observing prograrnmes such as ESAs European Remote-sensing Satellites
(ERSs) or NASAs Earth-Observing System (EOS).

2. Gravity fÏeld 2.1. Current status of global gravity-field models

(!\' ,î,^

Global gravity-field models have undergone much progress since the early results

were published in the 1960s. Current models, based on a variety of satellite observa-

tions and expanded into spherical harmonics, have spatial resolutions (full wavelength)

of about 1000 km and accuracies of perhaps 10-15 mgal. The use of spherical

harmonic representations of the gravity field has been a natural outcome of the obser-

vations available and of the orbital-perturbation methodologies used. The anomalous

gravitational potential ÀZ (observed less a low-degree reference field, usually that of

an ellipsoid of revolution) is then expressed at a distance r from the Earth's centre of

MASS AS

A V :

where R is the mean (or equatorial) radius of the Earth, the Ci¡^ are reduced Stokes

coeffîcients, and the Y¡^ àre surface spherical harmonics. l:1 refers to the cosine

terms and i:2 to rha sine terms in the expansion. The geophysical information is con-

tained in the Stokes coefficients. The gravity anomaly Âg on the Earth's surface is

defined as

A g : (t-1) cir^ Yir^

and is essentially the spatial derivative of the potential. The geoid height N, the height

ofa reference equipotential surface above the reference shape ofthe Earth, is defined as
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The functions L\ Ag and N all contain the same geophysical information in principle,

but the spectra of the information contents do differ and the choice of one representa-

tion or another is largely a matter of the ratio of measurement noise to signal. The

same is true for the gravity gradients measured by the gradiometer of the Aristoteles

mission. Most information in the gravity-gradient tensor is contained in the vertical

gradient g, and, for indicative purposes only, can be represented as

o :Ò r

In the present global solutions, different data types have been introduced to estimate

the Stokes' coefficients Ci,^. The analysis of gravitational orbital perturbation relies

essentially on Equation (1). Surface gravity data uses Equation (2), and radar satellite

altimetry data uses Equation (3). These data sets are combined, with appropriate

weighting, to estimate the Ci¡^ out to some maximum degree and order.

Several groups have published such solutions in recent years. They include a com-

bined German (Munich) and French (Toulouse) programme, the Goddard Space Fligh¡

Center (GSFC) and, most recently, the University of Thxas (UT) and the high degree

and order solutions by the University of Hannover (H) and Ohio State University
(OSU). These solutions include ground based tracking data, satellite-altimetry data
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and surface-gravity data in different combinations. Differences in the solutions reflect

different data sets (but not types), different weighting procedures, and different

numerical methods. Figure la illustrates a typical result, namely the difference in
geoid height between two recent solutions (GSFC and H) up to degree and order 36.

Over the oceans, the differences are generally less than 2 m, but over the continents

they are much greater, particularly over the poorly surveyed areas of Africa, South
America, Asia and the polar regions. Evên over the well-surveyed continents of

Europe, Australia and North America, the differences are greater than they are over

the oceans (Fig. lb). The generally good agreement over the oceans is a function of
the high-quality satellite altimeter data that has been incorporated into both solutions.

The poor agreement over the continents reflects the paucity of high-quality regional

data over large parts of these areas. Obviously, any satellite mission that removes the

disparity in data quality between these two domains of our planet would make a

valuable input to geophysical knowledge of the Earth, particularly as a number of the

areas of disagreement coincide with regions of considerable tectonic interest (e.g. the
Indian-Eurasian collision zone, the Andean conveigence zone, and the African

craton).
The problem of continental data coverage can be seen from an examination of

surface-gravity data. Figure 2 illustrates those loxlo (latitude by longitude) squares in

which at least one gravity value has been measured. Most of the regions of closely

spaced contours in Figure la correlate with the white regions in Figure 2. Because of

the very short wavelength variability of surface gravity, a single measurement in a 1"

block is not very representative of the mean value for that block and the accuracy of

these anomalies varies from +1 mgal to +62 mgal. Only in much of North America,

Europe and Australia are the accuracies of such blocks likely to be better than or equal

to about 5 mgal (Fig. 3a,b). The Aristoteles mission, therefore, makes a most valuable

contribution to the gravity field for the less-developed parts of the World.

2.2. Gravity-gradient power spectrum
It is illuminating to examine the gravity field in the frequency domain in terms of

the power spectrum. The degree power spectrum or degree variance Vf 1aV¡ of te

anomalous gravitational potential (1) (at r:R) is defined as

vl l tv l  : \- c?,-
m

where the Stokes coefficients C,,,, correspond to fully normalised harmonics.

Empirical observations suggest that this spectrum decays according to

^ (21+l\
vl I tvl - A \-' : 

-' 
lo-to (6)

L

where,4-0.7. (In some of the more recent solutions the spectrum decays faster than

this.) The degree power spectra of the gravity anomalies and vertical gravity gradient

ate
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respectively. These latter two spectra increasingly enhance the high-frequency signal
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Figure 2' World coverage of 1'x1" block areas which contain at least one gravity measurement (from R. Rapp, Ohio State University)
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Figure 3a. Location of 6528 l"xl' block areas for which gravity anomalies have a precision of 5 mgal or better (from R. Rapp, ohio State
University)
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Figure 3b. f¿cation of 2033 l"xl"block areas for which gravity anomalies have a precision of 2mgal or better (from R. Rapp, Ohio StateUniversity)
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relative to the low-frequency part of the when compared with the

spectrum (6).
In rerms of rhe noise spectra iÌ tts L si {g, } of the gravity anomaly and gradient,

respectively, from Equations (7) and (8)

sif ¡sì : n2 ffislte'l
(e)

,  ,  2L+6

f - t
\rRl

and if instrumental noise models for the gradiometer are available, order-of-

magnitude estimates of the noise of the gravity-field model follow immediately. These

can then be compared with the signal spectrum (7) to establish the geophysical

significance of the result.

For large l, the function (rlR)zt+6 increases with I at a faster rate than the function

f(t)=(t-I)2(t+2)-2çt+t¡-2 decreases. The resulting error spectrum for large /

therefore increases, with degree, particularly for high-altitude spacecraft (Fig' 4).

The noise spectrum iÌlT,l will, howëver, also be degree- (or wavelength-)

dependent because of instrumental drift and unmodelled air-drag effects. For a f,inite

number of point samples on a sphere, each representative of an area element AO, the

degree variance of the noise is defined as

si{e,ì :  (zt+r) (l0a)

where ol, is the variance of the instrumental noise associated with each sample, and

the power in the noise spectrum (9) is further increased at high degrees. The error

spectrum (10a) does not take into consideration possible systematic errors that become

increasingly important for the longer wavelengths of the gravity-field spectrum. An

ad hoc form for the error spectrum over the entire degree range is
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(1  1 )

where /¡ and p arc parameters that define the long-wavelength behaviour of the error

spectrum selected such that (/6/t¡p does not change very rapidly at the higher degrees.

The degree dependence of the spectrum is illustrated in Figure 4 fot p:0,

corresponding to the white-noise measurement spectrum, andfor p:2, corresponding

to a noise spectrum with significant power enhancement at low degrees. The resulting

gravity-anomaly noise spectrum is

sl las¡ :  n2
( t -D2Qt+L)

( t+Ð2( l+Dz

This formulation would be valid for the degree range of about 30 to 650,

corresponding to the frequency range of 5x10-3 to 0.25 Hz over which the design

parameters of the gradiometer dictate a white spectrum. For a 4 s integration time,

the half-wavelength (X/2) is about 0.3' and this establishes the maximum attainable

resolution in the direction along the satellite ground track. The orthogonal resolution

is determined by the spacing interval of adjacent ground tracks. For a six-month

mission. this would be about 0.07", if resonances or repeated ground tracks are

avoided. Hence, at the equator each 1o square will be sampled on average 50 times

and the variance of each 1o mean would be ,2r,150. The resulting spectrum Sl{lg}

is illustrated in Figure 5 for /o:180, p:2, or,:0'01 E and variable satellite height

/z (where r : R+h). This spectrum is valid out to degree beyond 180. For example,

if the averages are taken over 0.5" squares, A0 is reduced fourfold, but so is the

number of samples in each square and the spectrum remains unchanged.
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The cumulative noise for harmonics of degree l.¡r1l1l^*, where I
represent the lower and upper limits of the range of the summation, is

and I
tntn ntø

E2¿,e
l^*

D
lmin

sl{¡gt

For the spectrum (11) Ear-Q.1 mgal for l.¡n=30 and l^*:180,200 km orbital
alt itude, and,Er:0.01 E. For a24Okmorbtt, Eor= 1.6 mgal for the same limits.
This represents an improvement over the design goal of 5 mgal for 1o area means,
but it is based on several assumptions that remain to be tested, namely a suppression
of systematic errors according to (10b) and uncorrelated observations.
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Figure 4. Wave-number dependence of various

components of the noise spectrum of gravity
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Figure 5. The gravity-anomaly power
spectrum SitAgÌ tEqn (11)l as a function of
sâtellite altitude å for the instrumental noise
spectrum (t0b) and crg.=0.01 E. V,21dgl is
the power spectrum of the gravity field, and
Si[Äg] is the error spectrum of current
models of this field (Eqns. 7 and 9)
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Also illustrated in Figure 5 is the expected signal v?[L,gJ based on the simple

model (7) which, as previously noted, may overestimate the power at high degrees.

The ad hoc nature of the spectra emphasises the need for a better knowledge of the

error spectrum ofthe gradiometer and ofthe various perturbing factors. [n particular,

the external perturbing factors will be a function of satellite height, so that the height-

dependence of the power spectrum may be more complicated than suggested by

relation (11). Nevertheless, several general conclusions can be drawn. First, the

signal is exceeded by the noise spectrum only at very high degree, provided that the

satellite height is below about 250 km. The approximate error spectrum of current

gravity-field models slt&l observed approaches the signal at degrees of about 50.

Reduction of this latter spectrum can be expected, however, before the launch of the

Aristoteles mission because of ongoing improvements in modelling techniques and

data sets from the laser tracking of satellites.

V/hile the above relations are based on a number of questionable assumptions, they

illustrate several points that have general applicability. Figure 5 illustrates clearly the

significant gains that can be achieved by lowering the orbit from, for example, 240

to 200 km, but this gain is only realistic if the increased atmospheric drag at the lower

altitudes does not degrade the noise spectrum (l l) or lead to a significant reduction

in the lifetime of the mission.

For the 200 km-altitude orbit, the signal exceeds the noise levels up to very high

degrees, greater than 180, and this suggests that the mission has the potential of

achieving significant results at wavelengths in excess of 2". If this conjecture is

correct, this significantly enhances the geophysical interest in the mission by being

able to record the high-frequency components in the variations in gravity over narrow-

wavelength geological features such as continental margins.

At very low degrees

il ll,sl r, = sÌlaB) oø,,*"¿

and the gradiometer mission is unlikely to make major contributions to the low-

wavelength (degree /= 10 or 20) part of the field, particularly as the instrumental and

drag error spectra may be higher at these degrees than is assumed in Equation (10).

For higher orbits, the mission still has the potential of contributing to an improved

gravity field (Fig. 5) and this suggests that, depending on the time interval involved,

information could be extracted from the gradiometer during the spacecraft's descent

phase if the instrument can operate during this manoeuvre. The error spectra of the

current gravity-field models appear to be well below the signal level out to degrees

of about 30, and it would appear that such models, derived from satellite data that

do not include oceanographic signals from altimeter data, are adequate for providing

the lower degree components of the gravity field (l= 10), although an overlap in

resolutions between the two methods is highly desirable.

2.3. Characteristic gravity-gradient signatures and resolving power of the

gradiometer

One of the larger gravity anomalies over a continent occurs in central Australia. The

topography of the region is relatively smooth yet variations in free-air gravity

approach 200 mgal, with a characteristic spatial wavelength of about 150-200 km.

The anomaly is approximately linear in an east-west direction, but in a north-south

direction it is of the form

Âg : Ago e-Àll ' l  cos À2.x (r2)

with À1 =7l2OO km-I, ìtz=2rll7\ km-r and Â80:80 mgal. This anomaly is

associated with deep crustal structure and has provided one of the key observations

in modelling the structure and evolution of the associated sedimentary basins and in

evaluating their resource potential. At an altitude h the orders of magnitude of the

maximum gravity gradients are approximately

(13)
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For å approximately 200 km, the gradient is about 2xl0-2 E, near the precision
level of the gradiometer. At 160 km elevation, the anomaly is about 8xl0-2 E.
Anomalies of this kind are therefore, at best, only barely discernible with the
Aristoteles-type gradiometer at 200 km elevation. Ideally, an instrumental accuracy
of 10-3 E or better, over a time interval of up to about 200 s, is required to measure
such signals of wavelengths less than about 200 km. This is illustrated further in
Figure 6 where the gravity gradients of crustal density anomalies are given as a
function of amplitude and wavelength for sinusoidal-type anomalies. what these
results indicate is that, while the Aristoteles mission does not have the potential of
measuring with high accuracy the very short-wavelength components (\ < 200 km) of
the Earth's gravity-fìeld gradients, it does have the potential of measuring the
intermediate-wavelength anomalies (À > 1500 km). This is also the part of the gravity-
field spectrum that is generally poorly known, but also of considerable interest
because much of this signal relates to the structure of the lower crust and uppermost
mantle and to mantle-lithosphere interaction. (This argument assumes that only a
single tensor component is used. Additional components will lead to improved
resolution and accuracy).

Thus the Aristoteles observations have the potential of making an important
contribution to the general understanding of continental tectonics in the same way that
altimeter geoid heights have proved to be ofvery considerable value in understanding
oceanic lithospheric tectonics, even ifthe spatial resolution and instrumental precision
is inadequate to provide ìnformation for detailed quantitative modelling of the very-
short-wavelength crustal processes.

This application will be particularly important for poorly surveyed continents such
as Africa. Here, limited satellite-to-satellite tracking data, using the GEos-3 -AT5-6

link, has provided tantalising insights into regional correlations of gravity with
sedimentary basins and mountain ranges (Fig. 7) and the Aristoteles mission should,
with a much-enhanced precision and resolution, provide a wealth of new information
over this continent. It may help to identify failed rifts and associated hot-spot swells,
and delineate limits of sedimentary basins beneath Cainozoic cover. The mission
should also make a significant contribution to understanding the continental collisional
tectonics at the Indo-Australian and Eurasian plates, a region important for
understanding plate tectonics, but relatively inaccessible to geophysical surveys and

UJ

.9
g r o

=
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Figure 6. Gravity gradients [Eqn. (13)] at
?20 l<rrr altitude for short and intermediate
wavelengths for sinusoidal signatures of
amplitudes Ags of 1-100 mgal at ground level
[Eqn. (12)]
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Figure 7. Gravity perturbations over Africa at
about 850 km altitude measured by the

GEOS-3 and AT5-6 satellite-to-satellite
trâcking experiment. The anomalies are in
units of 0.2 mgal. Shaded areas are negative.
The locations of some of the major tectonic
provinces include the Atlas Mountains (AM),

the Ahaggar-Tibesti Mountains (A-T), the
Chad, Congo and Kalahari Basins (CB, CoB,
K), and the East African Rift (EAR)
(from R.J. Phillips, Southern Methodist Univ.)

Longi tude

T2

where current gravity models are poor (Fig. 1). South America, with subduction

tectonics, the Andean Cordillera, and the Amazon and other basins, is another

primary target for applying the Aristoteles results to the establishment of a regional

tectonic framework.

2.4. Representation of gravity-field model

It has been traditional to express the Earth's gravity field in terms of spherical

harmonic expansions, but as the spatial resolution of the measurements increases, this

becomes a cumbersome approach. The theoretical spatial resolution of a gradiometer

mission, for example, is as high as a few tens of kilometres, and it will require

expansions in excess ofdegree 500 ifthis mode ofexpression is adopted. The problem

is similar to the analysis of satellite altimetry data, compounded in that case by the

incomplete distribution of data around the globe.

The major impact of the altimeter data on crustal and lithospheric geophysics has

been by analysing individual satellite tracks and comparing these with model

predictions. The same procedure can be expected to be followed in the gradiometer

mission. V/ith the possible exception of exploration geophysicists, Earth scientists are

traditionally more adept at modelling gravity anomalies than gradients, but it will only

be necessary for this new data type to become generally available for this practice to

change. In parallel with seeking global solutions of the gravity field in terms of

appropriate orthogonal functions, consideration should be given to developing

alternate representations of this field or to direct mapping techniques. An important

result would be maps and computer tapes of the gradient components reduced to the

mean satellite height. For example, the direct mapping of the Moon's near-side line-

of-sight gravity perturbations produced one of the most useful and widely used

representations of the lunar gravity field. Maps of gravity-gradient components at

nominal satellite heights over selected regions will be of great value to geologists who

can then project those results onto geological maps or other images. The availability

of such data will much enhance the use to which it will be put by geophysicists and

geologists, as well as make the data available more rapidly to this community.
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2.5. Other geophysical data sets
At the completion of the Aristoteles mission, the Earth's gravity field is likely to

be the best-known geophysical signature of the Earth, including topography. To make
full use of this new information in the post-mission era, considerable effort will have
to be directed towards acquiring complementary data. High-resolution data sets for
the Earth's topography and bathymetry are essential, and improved measurement
techniques need to be considered for future Earth-observing missions, including the
use of satellite altimeters over land and high-altitude photogrammetry.

In the exploration industry the skillful manipulation of gravity and magnetic data
sets has led to signifrcant improvements in the understanding of crustal structure at
short wavelength scales. A significant complement to the gravity mission is,
therefore, the measurement of the Earth's magnetic field using satellites. Many of the
intermediate-wavelength gravity features are associated with magnetic anomalies that
have their origin in the crust. These correlations arise because of relations between
rock density and magnetic susceptibility and because of relations between high
temperature regions (hot spots), gravity, and reduced magnetic signatures.

In addition to these crustal magnetic signatures, the magnetometer survey
contributes to the understanding of the time-dependent field whose origin lies in the
Earth's core and places constraints on both models of the generation of this field and
of the electrical properties of the mantle. Electrical conductivity estimates, for
example, are important for constraining the thermal gradients in the mantle and this
relates directly to studies of mantle convection. The core field varies on a variety of
time scales and an immediate consequence is that surface magnetic charts need to be
periodically updated. An important demand for updated field models comes from the
mineral industry which makes extensive use of very-low-altitude airborne
magnetometer surveys in their search for minerals, and in order to combine and
compare the airborne surveys conducted at different times, places or altitudes it is
necessary to have reliable models of the time-dependent behaviour of the regional
field. Industry's immediate requirements cannot be met by satellite surveys, but the
satellite fields do establish the intermediate-wavelength components of the field. As
for gravity, these wavelengths are important for evaluating regional models of crustal
structure and evolution and of crust-mantle interaction, and the measurements
contribute to the establishment of the regional tectonic framework that forms an
important element in long-term resource-exploration strategies.

Satellite imagery over a range of bandwidths provides an important a-djunct to the
gravity mission. Of particular significance will be synthetic-aperture radar images for
vegetated regions. Also important are longer wavelength radars for mapping
subsurface structure such as old valleys covered by young sediments. Satellite
imagery in the visible and infrared wavelengths will be important as a means of
correlating the very-high-resolution gravity-gradient and magnetic data with inferred
surface geology and topography.

2.6. Complementary tracking data
To exploit fully the instrumental precision of the proposed gradiometer

(10-tt s-z¡, the requisite orbital precision, in the radial component, ôr, is

^ 1 (R+h)z
Ò r = -  Ò P . =  l m

6 g

for h=200 km. This requirement can be relaxed if combinations of different
components of the gravity gradient are manipulated, but it appears sensible to
constrain the orbit at this precision and to use the redundancy to check the gradient
measurements. At 200 km, without a drag-compensation system and with ground
tracking only, this tracking accuracy will not be readily achieved unless a very high
density of electronic ground tracking system is available. A most attractive solution
is therefore to use the GPS system, as proposed for NASA's TopEX mission, to
maintain high-accuracy and continuous tracking of the Aristoteles satellite,
particularly as such tracking data will contribute greatly to the analysis of
intermediate-wavelength components of the gravity field.
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3. OceanograPhY 3.1. The role of a gravity mission in oceanography

In the study of climate, environmental change, and the response of the biosphere to

such change, the ocean plays a key role because the energy cycle of the

atmosphere-ocean system is governed, through its large heat capacity, by the oceans.,

For example, at least 50% of the excess solar energy deposited in tropical latitudes is

transported towards the poles by ocean currents, and there is a direct link between

climate variability and ocean variability. The water cycle is governed by the oceans,

which represent the reservoir of the planet's water resource. Through circulation,

evaporation and precipitation, the ocean regulates the supply of water for the Earth as

a whole. The oceans play an important role in the life cycle through their source as

a food supply for marine animals and plants and for man. Vy'ith changes in ocean cur-

rents, the availability of nutrients is modified, with direct consequences for the

distribution of the food supply. Finally, within the oceans reside many bio-

geochemicals of either natural or anthropogenic origin. The mean circulation patterns

are generally well-established from years of systematic ship-board observations, with

the exception perhaps of the southern latitudes. The variability over a wide range of

time and length scales is less well quantifïëd and the measurement of these variations

must be one of the most important goals of any Earth-observation programme. This

is indeed recognised by such major satellite programmes as ESAs European Remote-

sensing Satellites (ERS) and NASAs Earth-Observing System (EOS).

No one observing system alone provides the requisite information on all time and

length scales of the ocean motions. The instrumentatìon. on the satellites therefore

includes synthetic-aperture radars to measure surface rgughness, radar altimeters to

measure sea-surface heights, and radiometers to measure temperature and ocean col-

our. These satellite observations will be combined with ship-board and fixed-station

observations to provide a synergistic strategy for observing and understanding the

World's ocean-circulation and ocean-atmosphere interactions.
rù/hat is the role of a dedicated gravity mission in such a programme? The sea-

surface elevation variability is the direct consequence of currents, wind stress, and

temperature and salinity variations. It is expressed in terms of the height of the sea-

surface at any particular place and time Lhr(9,t), relative to a mean equipotential sur-

face, the geoid, which itself has a topography or geometry N(9) with respect to a mean

ellipsoid or other suitable reference surface. This oceanographic variability has both

temporal and spatial components. The temporal change, on time scales of hours to

perhaps years, can be measured by satellite altimetry by repeatedly observing the sea-

surface heights during repeat passes for which differential heights are free from short-

period orbital errors. This has been successfully achieved with the Seasat mission and

is also the objective of the TOPEX mission. The altimeter prograrnmes alone, because

they effectively measure N+A¿s, cannot provide the time-independent, or slowly

evolving, pattern of the sea-surface. That is, they cannot establish the DC or very-low-

frequency components of the ocean currents. At best they can measure

N+A/¿"(/)- 1Ahè by repeatedly measuring Aå" along the same ground tracks. The

average value (Aå"> could be an annual or longer average, depending on the

lifetime of the altimeter. What is required is an ocean-independent estimate of N.

Because it can be assumed that the gravitational attraction of the water layer A/2, at

the height of satellite motion is negligibly small, this is the contribution that gravity

missions can make to oceanography; to provide constraints on the mean circulation

models of the oceans by comparing the altimeter-derived N+Â,ft" with the gravity-

derived N. The geostrophic ocean currents follow directly from the Âå.. The mapp-

ing of the global mean circulation provides the average conditions for, for example,

the poleward global heat transport and mean parameters for climate models, and the

mapping of the temporal variability from this state provides constraints on the temporal

variability of the global climatic models.

In order to study the ocean-circulation and ocean-atmospheric interaction pro-
' 

blems, the essential requirements can be reduced to three: an altimeter to measure the

sea-surface height; a scatterometer to measure wind stress; and the gravity-field

measurement to provide the mean equipotential reference surface. With these three

basìc requirements met, it is then possible to separate the time-varying and stationary

components of, as well as the wind-driven and geostrophic contributions to, the ocean
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circulation. These requirements need not be part of the same mission, although it is

desirable to conduct the gravity mission close in time to the other sensor missions so

as to maximise the overall benefits and to be able to examine the Earth and oceans as

, an integrated system.

3.2. The spectrum of ocean variability
The ocean topography spectrum ranges in scale over some ten orders of magnitude,

from basin scale (\ = 10 000 km) to very small-scale turbulence below the millimetre
level. Because ocean dynamic processes are generally nonlinear, the motions at these
vastly different scales are linked, and a comprehensive study requires that the entire
spectrum be observed. The radar-altimetry satellites contribute at wavelengths of about
30 km and upwards. Other sensors, particularly the synthetic-aperture radar, con-
tribute predominantly at the intermediate and shorter end of the spectrum.

Maps of the zero-frequency component of the ocean surface have been inferred from
shipboard measurements of temperature and salinity taken at various depths. The
resulting 'potential' or 'dynamic' heights are referenced to an isobaric surface, typical-
ly between the 10 and 20 MPa levels, corresponding approximately to the 1000 m or
2000 m depth contours, although there is actually no level below which the ocean can
be said to be in hydrostatic equilibrium throughout. Contributions to these heights
from temperature and salinity spatial variations below this depth are poorly known,
but may amount to 30% of the total, particularly at high latitudes. Figure 8 illustrates
the mean potential heights with respect to the 20 MPa (=/gg0 m) level as derived
from shipboard measurements. If this shipboard measurement is reliable, then a com-
parison of this result with an equivalent satellite-based result would establish important
constraints on the deep-ocean circulation. The spatial variations in Figure 8 point to
an ocean that is out of hydrostatic equilibrium and which must be maintained by ocean
currents and surface forces, winds and atmospheric pressure. The mean value (of no
significance here) is about 2 m and the rms variability is about 80 cm. Spherical har-
monic analyses of this model suggest that the spectrum is approximately white out to
degree 30-40, with a contribution to the total variance of about (0.10-0.15 m)2 per

degree. This is greater than the gradiometer noise levels only for degrees of about 20

and upwards (Fig. 9), and only these higher degree components in the permanent sea-

surface topography can be measured with the gradient gradiometer mission. An

instrument precision to 10-3 E makes a considerable improvement, although it must

be recalled that the error spectra are based on the assumed instrumental spectrum (10).

If long-period drifts can be reduced, these results will be significantly improved. Figure 8. Mean potential height (m) of the sea-
surface, relative to the 20 MPa level
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At shorter wavelengths, a major contribution to the sea-surface topography is from
western boundary currents, typified by the North-Atlantic Gulf Stream and the
Northwest-Pacific Kuroshio Current. These currents are swift and narrow and extend
to great depths. Amplitudes reach 2 m over distances of about 200 km, and con-,
siderable temporal variations from the mean occur on time scales of a few days and
upwards. Major differences occur between these boundary currents in the two
hemispheres, but only the major streams, the Gulf Stream and the Kuroshio, have been
investigated in any detail. In contrast to the western boundary currents, the eastern
boundary currents are relatively slow, broad and shallow. Yet their influence is most
significant, being related to qpwelling ofdeep ocean waters in subtropical regions. The
usually insignifrcant El Nino Current branching from the Peru Current provides a
good example of the very major variations that do occur in these current systems.

Another important current system is the Antarctic circum-polar current which pro-
duces topographic gradients of up to 1 m/1000 km across the stream. (Actually there
are two currents, an easterly flowing current and a lesser westerly flowing current,
close to the continental margin.) The Antarctic waters have different temperatures,
salinities and dissolved oxygen and, becdrse of the large water volumes transported,
this circulation plays an important role in influencing circulation in the Atlantic, Indian
and Pacific Oceans through, for example, the Peru, Benguela and West-Australian Cur-
rents. Seasonal and other variability in the circum-Antarctic current is believed to be
significant, but its detail is not at all well-known.
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Figure 9. Power spectrum of geoid height
VilNl anù error spectrâ SÍ[Nl of geoid

heights derived from a gravity-gradient

mission at altitude lz [Eqn. (14)]
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3.3. The role of Aristoteles

For the oceanographic studies, it is convenient to express the Earth's gravitational

potential over the oceans in terms of geoid height N, since this quantity relates directly

to geostrophic currents. Then, analogous to Equation (11) with (lOb), the noise spec-

trum of geoid heights derived from the gradiometer is

sl{Nl :  
" '  €) '

/  r \ ' ' * '(t (2t+r)- - - - ; ^
( I+l) ' ( l+2) '

(14)

and, like the gravity-anomaly spectrum, this first decays with increasing / because of

the factor (t+D-2(t+2)-z¡-P, b:ut then increases again because of the factor

l(R+h)lRl2t+r, where å is the satellite height and r:R*h.
With ^O of;,:(trll80)2 (0.01)2/50 as established previously, this lies well below the

'geophysical' spectrum, cf. Equation (6)

i?tlul : ARz(zt+r)t-4 10-10

at all l, although for low / the error spectrum (14) lies considerably above what can
be achieved by conventional methods (Fig. 9). For example, atl:2, the rms error of
the gradiometer spectrum is about 50 cm, and at /:10 it is about 3 cm.

The cumulative variance

si l¡rl

is about 10 cm2 for h:200 km, /,,n:30 and /,,*:180, less th^an the design goal of

25 cm2 for 1o area means. For a satellite height of 240 km, E"N over the same wave-
number range increases to about 50 cm2, with much of the increase coming from
degrees 150 and higher.

If the error spectrum of the altimeter sea-surface height measurements is white ofr¡,

the corresponding degree variance Slt¡f,ì is

^ ^ 0
s|l¡v,l : (2t+r) 

-:::! 
o2N

4r

For Seasat, the spatial resolution ÂO is determined primarily by the track spacing of

about  50-100 km, so that  AO=(0.25")2*(1.0 ' )2.  Also,  for  Seasat ,  o¡v=10 cm.

This spectrum is illustrated in Figure 9 where the upper limit is a very conservative

estimate because it assumes that 1' area means have an accuracy equal to the
measurement accuracy of 10 cm. This spectrum lies above the nominal gravity-

gradient spectrum for l>30, 0.01 E and h:200 km, so that the Aristoteles mission

does have the potential of improving upon what is currently possible with the Seasat
and GEOS-3 data, particularly if the satellite height can be maintained below about
220 krî without deleterious effects. For the TOPEX mission, ô¡v=4 cm, but because

the emphasis of this mission is on measuring ocean variability, the spatial resolution
may not be very different from that of Seasat. Nevertheless, the TOPEX error

spectrum lies close to the gradiometer spectrum of Aristoteles.
These spectra calculations, even though approximate, indicate that the Aristoteles

mission with 0.01 E precision and an altitude above 200 km can improve upon the
resolution and precision of the geoid spectrum over the oceans that is now available
from Seasat. The real importance of Aristoteles lies in the fact that the spectrum of

the sea-surface topography Lh,, S|lAh,) , will generally lie above the gradiometer

measurement noise. This is certainly the case for the lower degrees I > 20 (Fig. 9)
and here the gradiometer mission can contribute greatly because the current geoid

models have a noise spectrum that partly lies above the gradiometer error spectrum

a t a b o u t / > 3 0 .
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The Aristoteles mission is important for the study of the major boundary current

systems, but with the currents occurring along continental margins where the tectonic

signals have wavelengths comparable to the width of these boundary currents, both

high-resolution geoid models and high-spatial-resolution, high-accuracy gravity:

gradient measurements are required. Considering degrees upwards from 36, cor-

responding to a wavelength of 1000 km, the total geoid variance based on the
gradiometer mission (10-2 E and 200 km altitude) is about 10 cm2 and the signal-to-

noise ratio over these currents is at least 100.

Time-dependencies of the ocean-surface topography form an important aspect of
physical oceanography. In particular, changes in the surface shape relate directly to dif-

ferent driving forces and to changes in the ocean-atmosphere environment. The high-

frequency variations (periods less than the duration of the altimetry mission) can be

established from repeat-orbit surveys using satellite altimeters, particularly as these

temporal variations are largely free from orbital errors. For the important changes over

periods of several years to decades, or for secular trends, it becomes necessary to

establish a very-high-accuracy equipotential reference surface from satellite data that

is free from any oceanographic signal. fhii is one of the important contributions that

Aristoteles can make to physical oceanography: it can provide a basis for observing

some of the long-period and irregular variability in the oceans in conjunction with

satellite altimetry missions.

The El Niño - Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon provides a good exam-

ple of the requirements. Major atmospheric pressure oscillations have long been noted

between the Indian and Pacific Oceans on time scales of 2-4 years; this is the so-called
'southern Oscillation'. It is particularly anomalous at times of 'El-Niño', when sur-

face water temperatures are abnormally high and the trade winds have relaxed or even

reversed direction. Sea-levels in the Pacific Ocean have been noted to fall by up to

30 cm below normal over a period of several months at the time of El Niño, whereas

the associated sea-level fluctuations in the Indian Ocean are typically only a few cen-

timetres. This sea-level oscillation is the oceanic response to a climatic anomaly that

is more than a scientific curiosity. The El Niño phenomenon is associated with

signihcant surface-temperature change and with severe economic disruption

throughout the southern continents of Australia, South America and Africa, as well

as Asia. The critical observations of El Niño are the sea surface temperature, surface

wind speeds, the radiation balance and moisture flux. The role of the gradiometer

measurements is to establish the reference surface with centimetre precision over

ocean-basin-length scales which, when used together with altimeter measurements,

provides integral boundary conditions on the sea-surface oscillation and its driving

force.
Another example for the need for a high-accuracy reference equipotential surface is

in the study of secular sea-level rise. Changes of 20 cm to up to 100 cm have been

predicted to occur before the end of the century, and this upper limit would wreak

havoc along the coastal fringes, where a large proportion of the World's population

lives. The cause of this rise will be mainly produced by thermal expansion of the water

Figure 10, Global variability of present-day
secular sea level rise (in mm/year)
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column and the upper-limit estimate is probably excessive. Nevertheless, the monitor-

ing of sea-level change is an important part of the study of global change, particularly

if it is integrated with surface temperature, ocean 'ffater-temperature surveys and with

a monitoring of the ice volumes of the V/orld's glaciers and ice sheets.
An important aspect of sea-level change is that it will not be uniform over the globe

because of differential heating of the oceans, long circulation time constants and the

adjustment of the Earth's crust to the redistribution of surface loads. This is illustrated

in Figure 10. An important observation would be the regional variation in the secular
sealevel change as this will help establish the cause of the change. It is doubtful

whether this goal can be achieved at present, but Aristoteles is a forerunner to the

future oceanographic satellite missions that will be required to study these global
changes on decade and longer time scales.

4.1. Solid-Earth geophysics and geology

The impact of an improved gravity field over the continents is difficult to predict,

just as the geological impact of the improved gravity fields over the oceans became

evident only after the GEOS-3 and Seasat missions were concluded. The gravity

models are much like the construction of a bridge. Nobody wants to contribute to the

cost, but once it is constructed everybody uses it. No-one now would not be

enthusiastic about the role of satellite altimetry in ocean lithospheric geophysics, but

this enthusiasm was much less pronounced at the time of the satellite launches. Now,

satellite altimetry data, as a means of mapping the ocean tectonics and as a means of

characterising ocean lithospheric pararneters, is one of the principal geophysical data

sets used by geophysicists.

Beyond the geodetic community, the gravity gradient data will, in the immediate

future, be of greatest interest to those geophysicists who are interested in regional

studies of continental tectonics, lithospheric properties, upper-mantle convection, and

the interactions between mantle convection and lithospheric deformation. These

disciplines are well-established at a number of geophysics institutes in Europe. The

gradient data will be of less immediate interest to those geophysicists and geologists

interested in crustal processes that are often, but not always, of length and magnitude

scales that are not resolvable with the present mission parameters. What must be

recognised is that these regional studies provide the framework within which the more

detailed studies begin to fit. By understanding the regional problems, it becomes possi-

ble to constrain the more local problems. For example, a study of the regional dynamic

interactions between mantle convection and the lithosphere provides constraints on

lithospheric strength and stress-fields that are critical in understanding sedimentary-

basin evolution.
For many users, the new data set will only be part of the overall geophysical and

geological information base, neither more nor less important. In order to maximise

the benefit of the results to these users, it will be important that the gradient datâ sets

be made available in a 'user-friendly' form, free from erroneous daúa, and complete

with computer software that permits them to be readily used in both global and

regional studies.
In any attempt to assess the size of the user-community, it is useful to note the

experience with earlier gravity models. The hrst major geophysical interest in global

gravity fields came only some ten years after the long-wavelength models were first
published. The detailed altimeter-derived gravity-field models over the oceans became

an established part of the marine geophysicist's data sets within a few years of the

launch of the GEOS-3 and Seasat satellites. In both instances any pre-launch assess-
ment of the user community would have been grossly in error when compared with

the final result. Now, instead of engineering- or technology-driven satellite program-

mes, both data types are as integral a part of'the Earth-sciences knowledge as Newton's
law of gravitation, and no textbook is complete without some discussion of these

results. The gradient models, once successful results have been obtained, will

undoubtedly be quickly incorporated into the geophysical and geological modelling of
continental tectonics;
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5. CostbenefTts

4.2. Oceanography
The above-introduced 'bridge' analogy is probably more valid in oceanography than

in solid-Earth geophysics because much important research can be achieved without

requiring high-precision and high-resolution gravity-field models. This is compounde{ '

by the lack of experience of the oceanographic scientific community with the type of

data set produced by the Aristoteles mission. Hence, the user community will be very

much a growing one once the gravity-field models are produced. Several groups have

already recognised the importance ofthis new area of research, but progress has been

hampered by inadequate gravity models. Much of this research is conducted in team

efforts covering a multitude of specialities, and the gravity missions play only a suppor-

ting role at this stage. This makes the extent of a potential user community more dif-

ficult to evaluate, but it is reasonable to suppose that all physical-oceanography

research teams and laboratories in Europe will be using the gravitational potential

reference fields once satisfactory models are established.

No realistic cost/benefit estimates for satellite gravity-field missions are possible.
The models add to the fundamental knowledge of the Earth and only when used
together with other data sets do they begin to contribute to cost-recoverable projects.
This is particularly true for the satellite results where the wavelength resolution has
been inadequate for exploration purposes. The plate-tectonics hypothesis, without this
being widely appreciated, provides a useful demonstration of the indirect contributions
of geophysical models to the economies of countries. The study of tectonics at con-
vergent margins has led to the recognition that subduction and island-arc complexes
provide appropriate conditions for the accumulation of certain minerals into economic
deposits. This has led to very significant mineral exploration and to the development
of newly discovered deposits, particularly in the Pacific Ocean region. It has been
recognised that ancient island-arc settings, now deformed almost beyond recognition
within continents, also provide potential sites for major mineralisation, and palaeo-
plate-tectonic models are beginning to be used in exploration strategies. The study of
continental rifting and passive margins evolution provides another example where the
resulting plate models have provided a tectonic framework that has been successfully
used in hydrocarbon exploration. In both cases, the plate-tectonics model provided a
generalised framework for understanding otherwise disparate geological and
geophysical observations. In both cases, gravity and geoid observations have con-
tributed to quantifying this model by providing model constraints, although in neither
case can it be said that the gravity observations were of fundamental importance. In
both examples, the benefits are not restricted to any one user or any one country. The
information is freely available and applicable and the returns are global.

The oceanographic applications, likewise, defy an evaluation of cost benefits.
Phenomena such as the El Niño - Southern Oscillation have major economic conse-
quences for the agriculture and fishing industries ofthe continents-affected. Storm and
drought damage is also severe. The understanding of such phenomena can help to
predict the oscillations and to reduce their adverse effects. The role of the gravity mis-
sion is of a supporting nature and it is not possible to identify specific cost benefits
that can be attributed to the gravity missions alone. Again, the contributions are to the
common good of the World.

Current gravity models are deficient in one major respect: the inadequate uniformi-

ty, accuracy and resolution of the field over continents. As a consequence, regional

studies of continental tectonics and lithospheric structure are less well developed here
than they are for oceanic areas. Because of the very different tectonic histories
experienced by these two domains of the Earth's lithosphere, a detailed characterisation
of continental gravity fields is important. In particular, an examination of variations
in this characterisation between different continents, and different provinces within
continents, is significant in understanding the evolution of the lithosphere and in con-
straining tectonic processes.
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The Aristoteles mission is capable of making a major contribution to these studies,

provided that instrumental drifts or long-period errors can be minimised. Detailed

evaluation of the gradiometer error spectrum is required as is the error spectrum of

external factors affecting the accuracy of the gradient measurements.

The order-of-magnitude studies presented here conf,rrm that the mission will make

a significant contribution to the measurement of the intermediate wavelengths of about

200 km and upwards, where surface gravity data is often inadequate because of

nonuniformity of existing data sets. This also represents the wavelengths where the

signals originate from lithospheric structure and upper mantle.

Much of the gravity data will be exploratory in nature and will indicate the broader

tectonic features of the continents rather than be significant in constraining specific

models of, for example, sedimentary basins or continental margins. For this latter pur-

pose, instrumenùal accuracies of at least 10-3 EU are required, preferably at altitudes

below 200 km.

The importance and relevance of the Aristoteles' gravity-gradient data is much

enhanced if supported by complementary data. Potentially significant, but not yet

widely explored data sets are the satellite remote-sensing data, including SAR and

satellite imagery over a wide spectrum from the visible to the infrared. Such data sets

help delineate geological and tectonic boundaries that may correlate with gravity

gradients, although the spatial resolution of the latter is very much lower than that of

the imagery.
An important supporting data set is topography and, if not already addressed, a

considerable effort should be made to update topographic models, referenced to

consistent datums, of the continents.
Another important supporting requirement for a successful Aristoteles mission is a

high-accuracy gravity-field model established by conventional means of satellite

tracking or by high-low satellite-to-satellite tracking (e.g. GPS tracking of TOPEX).

Present models may not yet be adequate to match the potential resolution of Aristoteles

at wavelengths of less than about 1000 km, and further model improvements should

be encouraged.
Models of the sea-surface topography are presently restricted by the absence of a

high-spatial-resolution mean equipotential reference model, and only the higher

frequency time-dependencies of intermediate-wavelength features can be determined.

The Aristoteles mission fills an important gap in wavelengths of less than about

1000-1500 km for the study of sea-surface elevations across specific current systems.

Together with improved models for the low-degree components of the gravity field, the

Aristoteles mission should provide a high-resolution and high-precision equipotential

surface that can serve as a basic reference surface for past and future altimetric

missions. This becomes a particularly important objective in the study of the long-term

temporal variability of the ocean surface. As such, the mission provides one of the

basic building blocks for the systematic and long-term study of the oceans' response

to global change.
The nature of geophysical and oceanographic research, like all scientific research,

is such that it is impossible to predict the final outcome. If it could be predicted, then

the mission probably should not be contemplated because nothing new would be

learned. However, enough areas of inadequacy of present knowledge of the Earth's

working can be identified and remedied by the Aristoteles mission to make it an

exciting contribution to the Earth sciences. Like its many predecessors, from Sputnik

to Seasat, a successful Aristoteles will contribute more to geophysics and physical

oceanography than its supporters currently envisage.
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